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2020 Hometown Challenge Official Prize List
Prize Overview:

Total Number of Prizes = 95

Total Value of Prizes: $14,294

IFG Italian Firearms Group – FAIR, Carrera One Shotgun
• 20 ga. 30" O/U Shotgun
• Quantity: 1
• Value: $1,795
• Description: The new F.A.I.R. Carrera over-and-under shotguns are the result of extensive research and designed
for the most discerning competition shooter. The new Magnum 12-gauge over-and-under features barrels made of
UM / 8 - HD40 steel, with the proprietary X-Cones system. The barrels are chrome-lined to guarantee maximum
resistance to wear, while the external surfaces feature a deep bluing, and a soft recoil-damping cone connects the
barrel to the chamber. It also features the interchangeable Technichoke system, automatic ejectors, a finely
checkered rib that reduces glare, and the tri-alloyed steel action has a polished blued finish with gold engraving.
IFG Italian Firearms Group – Carrera Giovane Shotgun (Youth & Female Series)
• 20 ga. 28" O/U Shotgun
• Quantity: 1
• Value: $1,815
• Description: Giovane Series is designed for Youth or Female shooters and features a shorter length of pull.
Manufactured with extreme care and attention to detail, CARRERA® shotguns are the result of extensive research
specifically for the purpose of designing an appealing gun with extreme performance. The barrels on CARRERA®
SPORTING, CARRERA® II, and CARRERA® MONOTRAP are sandblasted with anti-flare finishing and ported versions
reduce muzzle flip. All CARRERA® barrels have the X-CONES® system for recoil damping. Stocks and fore-ends are
made of selected walnut with fine-pitch laser checkering. All stocks in SPORT version are adjustable in triple
position with XR-STOCK® system (PRO model excluded): height, right and left cast and dip. CARRERA® HSX has a
hunting stock with XR-STOCK® system, while the CARRERA® II is set up with a 15 mm top rib, ergonomic stock, with
XR-STOCK® system, and Montecarlo comb. All CARRERA® models are equipped with fiber optic sights with
interchangeable inserts in three colors (PRO model excluded) and XR-TRIGGER®, offering an adjustable length of
over 14 mm, and have magnum chambers, 76mm (3”). TECHNICHOKE® SPORTING XP70 interchangeable chokes
70mm (2 ¾”) come standard.
Alwayz Mfg.- Laser Cut Art American Flag
• metal cut art - Flag with MUSAF logo
• Quantity: 1
• Value: $200
• Description: Handmade metal art. Welded with Metal Fab, and Steel.
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Federal Premium Ammo - Federal GMT118 7.5 - 12 ga. Ammo, Federal GMT118 9 - 12 ga. Ammo, Federal GMT115 8 - 12
ga. Ammo
• Shotgun Ammo
• Quantity: 2 cases of each
• Value of each: $85
• Description: The look, feel and performance of Gold Medal Paper shotshells made them the favorite of the most
serious clay target shooters. Now there's an even better option—Gold Medal Grand Paper. The loads combine
Federal Premium Ammunition's classic paper hull and high-quality brass head with an improved design that
provides less felt recoil and improved shot hardness. Exclusive Federal Premium paper hull design. Two-piece wad
utilizes SoftCell technology to decrease perceived recoil and produce more uniform patterns than one-piece
designs. Brass head ensures flawless cycling and extraction. Lead shot is engineered for the optimum blend of
hardness and density for even patterns and maximum downrange power
Federal Premium Ammo - Conceal Carry Backpacks
• Limited Edition Conceal Carry Backpacks
• Quantity: 7
• Value: $200 each
• Brand Description: Technology is the lifeblood of Federal Ammunition, and it’s been pumping through our veins
since 1922. That’s when our founding president, Charles L. Horn, started a culture of innovation that has guided
everything we’ve done for nearly a century, turning a company that began humbly in Anoka, Minnesota, into one
of the world's largest producers of sporting ammunition. It’s led to the development of thousands of specialized,
high-quality shotshell, centerfire and rimfire loads for hunters and shooters. It’s instilled manufacturing and quality
control processes that have made our ammunition the most trusted in the industry. Every day we manufacture
products to enhance our customers' shooting experiences and provide an ideal choice for any pursuit. It's what
makes us the most complete ammunition company in the business. Today, we carry on Horn's vision for quality
products and service with the next generation of shooters. With our CEO Chris Metz at the helm, we maintain our
position as experts in the science of ammunition production.
CCI Ammunition - CCI Rimfire Ammo - CCI 35 ammo, CCI Rimfire Ammo - CCI 30 ammo, CCI Rimfire Ammo - CCI 51 ammo
• 22 Cal. Ammo
• Quantity: 1 case of each
• Value: $202, $266.50 and $660 respectively per case
• Brand Description: At CCI, we understand what you want and need. When it comes to ammunition and
components no one beats us at our game. We offer the best selection in all shooting sports. While other
companies sat on century-old technology and performance, we revived rimfire with exciting, high-performance
products. It all started when Richard "Dick" Speer's enterprising led him to establish CCI in 1951. He provided a
steady source of component primers to reloaders. Today we continue being the leader in rimfire ammunition
thanks to our innovation, determination and resourcefulness.
Peregrine Field Gear - Competition 3 Gun Case
• Multi gun case for 3 gun competitions
• Quantity: 1
• Value: $60
• Brand Description: Peregrine Outdoor Products was founded in 2009 by a group of avid sportsmen and outdoor
enthusiasts with the revolutionary Quick-Shot shotgun and rifle holster as the flagship product. In 2014, Peregrine
acquired the MizMac, Classy Clays and Wild Hare brands of products along with many of the e-commerce stores
seen on this site. In September 2014, Peregrine launched the Peregrine Family of Stores that brought together
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Trap Happens, Sport Shooting Supply, Classic Upland Supply, Gear Up To Hunt, Peregrine Field Gear, MizMac
Designs and Wild Hare Shooting Gear. Now our customers are able to freely shop among all stores simultaneously
to find all the products they may need for their sporting endeavors.
Peregrine Field Gear - Deluxe Tournament Bag
• Deluxe Tournament Bag
• Quantity: 1
• Value: $110
• Brand Description: Peregrine Outdoor Products was founded in 2009 by a group of avid sportsmen and outdoor
enthusiasts with the revolutionary Quick-Shot shotgun and rifle holster as the flagship product. In 2014, Peregrine
acquired the MizMac, Classy Clays and Wild Hare brands of products along with many of the e-commerce stores
seen on this site. In September 2014, Peregrine launched the Peregrine Family of Stores that brought together
Trap Happens, Sport Shooting Supply, Classic Upland Supply, Gear Up To Hunt, Peregrine Field Gear, MizMac
Designs and Wild Hare Shooting Gear. Now our customers are able to freely shop among all stores simultaneously
to find all the products they may need for their sporting endeavors.
Big Frig - Coolers with MUSAF logo ( 45 qt and 70 qt)
• 45 qt. white and tan coolers. 70 qt tan cooler on wheels
• Quantity: 3 45qt coolers and 3 70 qt coolers
• Value: 45qt= $299 each and 70qt= 425 each
• Brand Description: 45qt-Going out on your next adventure? Our Badlands 45 qt Cooler is ready to go! It's big
enough to hold your colossal catch of the day but small enough to carry by yourself. The most popular size in our
Badlands Series, this iconic 45 qt cooler is excellent for backyard barbecues or your upcoming fishing trip. Each
cooler is equipped with a cutting board divider and a basket. 70qt- Our Badlands 70 qt cooler with wheels is ready
to roll with you. Whether you’re fishing all day, camping with the family, or on a hunting trip with your buds, this
cooler can keep ice cold for over 9 days. Rugged oversized wheels make it easy to move your cooler across a
variety of terrains—even when it’s fully loaded. Each cooler is equipped with a cutting board divider and a basket.
Big Frig - 30 oz tumblers with Foundation logo
• Navy, White, Black with MUSAF Logo and URL
• Quantity: 17 Navy, 20 White, 17 Black
• Value: $24 each
• Description: It might seem weird to get excited about a cup, but this is no ordinary cup (just take a look at the
reviews). Our 30 oz tumbler is the foundation of our drinkware collection with several different styles and
customization options available. The tumbler's design has been engineered from the inside-out to ensure it's ready
for any challenge you throw at it. Corrosion-resistant 18/8 stainless steel (a.k.a. 304 stainless steel for your
fabricators out there) is cold worked for durability and vacuumed sealed for superior insulation. The inner wall is
copper lined for more even temperature distribution within your beverage of choice. 5+ Hours Hot 50+ Hours
Cold Fits Most Cup Holders Dishwasher Safe Sliding Lid Included Limited Lifetime Warranty
TriStar Arms - 12 Gauge over under shotgun - Special NWTF Edition - Upland Hunter MBRZ/MOOB, 12 Gauge over under
shotgun - Special NWTF Edition - Upland Hunter Bronze/MOOB, 12 Gauge over under shotgun - Special NWTF Edition Upland Hunter, 12 Gauge over under shotgun - Special NWTF Edition - Upland Hunter, .410 cal over under shotgun Special NWTF Edition - Upland Hunter BRZ/BL
• Special edition shotguns
• Quantity: 1 of each
• Value: $700 each
• Description: Tristar Upland Hunter Over and Under Shotgun -The Upland Hunter features a lightweight solid frame
for durability and strength, sealed action to keep dirt out, self-adjusting locking lugs, top tang safety, steel mono
block barrel construction, and select walnut with semi-gloss finish.
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SSP Eyewear - Competition Methow Shooting Glasses Kits
• Misc colors but sent in sets with cases
• Quantity: 5
• Value: $130 each
• Description: 6 Lens RX-Able Shooting Glass Kit. For all shooting disciplines, the Methow Kit from SSP Eyewear
provides the most versatile safety shooting glass kit available. Trap, Skeet, Sporting Clay, and 5 stand, look no
further, this is the best solution on the market. With optional Methow RX Adapter for people who wear
prescription glasses. Packaged with 6 different colored anti-fog lenses for any light condition. To prevent blind
spots, we created a clear adjustable full-floating nose-piece. Fits numerous face and nose shapes while providing
an incredibly comfortable fit. You will forget you are even wearing these glasses. Always take time to adjust the
nose bridge for optimal viewing. This is critical to match the glasses and insert to your particular nose and face
shape. Kit includes 2 clear and 1 black adjustable nose pad, padded zippered hard case, cleaning cloth, lanyard and
lens changing directions.
CZ-USA - CZ-USA 1012 Semi-Auto - World Record Shotgun w/Guiness Certificate, CZ-USA Bobwhite All-Terrain 12 ga., CZUSA Wingshooter Elite Over/Under 20 ga., CZ-USA 1012 Synthetic Bottomland Semi-Auto 12 ga., CZ-USA Redhead
Premier All Terrain Over/Under 12 ga.
• Shotgun
• Quantity: 1 of each
• Value: $401* $828, $1,102, $749 and $1,123 respectively
• Brand Description: Headquartered in Kansas City, KS since 1998, CZ-USA is an importer, manufacturer and
distributor of pistols, rifles, shotguns and suppressors. The exclusive US importer of rifles and pistols from Česká
zbrojovka a.s. Uherský Brod, (CZUB) of the Czech Republic, CZ-USA also designs and imports the CZ-USA Field
Sports line of shotguns from Turkey. Fine 1911s and revolvers are made by subsidiary Dan Wesson and a growing
line of CZ-USA suppressors is available for rimfire and centerfire firearms.
Vortex - Vortex Crossfire HD 10x42 Binos, Vortex Baseball Caps
• Binos and Hats
• Quantity: 10 binos and 10 hats
• Value: Binos= $200 and Hats=$25
• Brand Description: since 1986 we have been and remain an American owned, Veteran owned, Family owned, and
operated business of hard-working folks located here in south central Wisconsin. Dan and Margie Hamilton, the
original and current owners, moved to Middleton, WI in 1986 and started a small outdoor retail store. The business
was started on the belief that if you focused on the customers and helped them achieve their goals with fast,
friendly, personalized service that the bottom line would take care of itself. The business grew and evolved over
time and in 2002 Vortex Optics was established. Starting with Dan and Margie and now over 200 American team
members strong, we work diligently day in and day out to give you the best products and service in the optics
industry. All of our products are designed, engineered, pre-inspected and serviced in our modern facility to ensure
you receive the best products and service for your hard-earned dollar. We have dealers located throughout the US,
Canada, United Kingdom, Europe, South Africa, Australia and elsewhere. We attend all major trade shows in the
hunting, tactical and birding/observation markets.
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